System accessories for Altro flooring

Items for a complete flooring installation with Altro flooring products.

For technical support please call and speak with our Technical Services department.
C7 Cap strip
C7Cap
Pliable “J” shaped vinyl finishing cap used with flash coved sheet vinyl flooring. Available in Black, Gray and White.

C8 Cap tile strip
C8Cap
Rigid “h” shaped vinyl transition cap w/8mm shelf to be used between flash coved sheet flooring and wall tiles and/or wall cladding.

C4 Cap tile strip
C4Cap
Pliable “h” shaped vinyl transition cap w/4mm shelf to be used between flash coved sheet flooring and Altro wall panels.

20mm Cove stick
CF 20R
Used to create flash coving with resilient sheet flooring.

38mm Cove stick
CF 38R
Used to create flash coving with resilient sheet flooring.

Stainless steel cap strip
SSCAP67
Stainless steel “j” shape finishing cap used with flash cove sheet vinyl flooring. Finish: 304 #4 stainless steel finish Gauge: 20

Stainless steel corner guard
3” and 5”
Protects external corners in high traffic areas.

Gulley angle
GA 25/35
Vinyl “L” shaped accessory to be heat welded to sheet vinyl and used with raised floor sinks that are higher than the finished floor level. Available in Black, Storm (Dark Gray), Fog (Light Gray), Russet (Quarry Red) and Tundra.
20mm Joint cover strip
JCS 75/20
Cover strip used when there is potential of control joints moving and showing through the finished floor.

32mm Joint cover strip
JCS 75/32
Cover strip used when there is potential of control joints moving and showing through the finished floor.

Shower transition trim
ASF WETTRIM© color code
Wheel chair accessible shower berm that prevents water egress from wet areas. Available in Cream(01), Light Gray(03), Medium Gray(04) and Light Brown (02).

Visedge DS
Aluminum over the top reducer threshold to finish a raw edge of flooring where it needs to transition down to zero.

Visedge VR
Aluminum alloy retainer with pvc insert to receive heat welded sheet vinyl that can abut a raised floor sink or quarry tile and patched down to zero.

Stainless steel heat deflector plate
4’3
Protects vinyl flooring from high radiant heat. Ships with protective film covering.

20mm Gulley edge with reducer
GE 25 RE
Vinyl “T” shaped accessory to be heat welded to sheet vinyl and used with floor sinks, square or rectangular trench drains that are flush with the finished floor level. Available in Black, Storm (Dark Gray), Fog (Light Gray), Russet (Quarry Red) and Tundra.

35mm Gulley edge with reducer
GE 35 RE
Vinyl “T” shaped accessory to be heat welded to sheet vinyl and used with floor sinks, square or rectangular trench drains that are flush with the finished floor level. Available in Black, Storm (Dark Gray), Fog (Light Gray), Russet (Quarry Red) and Tundra.

WSBU 200 vinyl shim
WSBU200
Vinyl shim use for transitioning smoothly between floors and walls or dissimilar flooring thickness when the transition is to be heat welded.
AltroFix 31 adhesive
ALTROFIX31
Fast-acting two-part polyurethane adhesive used for installing safety sheet vinyl in small, wet environments.

AltroFix SD70 acrylic adhesive
ALTROFIXSD70
One-part acrylic adhesive used for installing Altro Walkway 20SD in static sensitive areas.

EcoFix 20E adhesive
ECOFIX20E
Environmentally friendly, hard set, acrylic adhesive used for vinyl sheet flooring.

EcoFix 25E adhesive
ECOFIX25E
Environmentally friendly, pressure sensitive, acrylic adhesive used for tile and/or plank flooring.

AltroFix 30 adhesive
ALTROFIX30
Two-part polyurethane adhesive used for installing safety sheet vinyl in high traffic and/or wet areas.

EcoFix 65 Spray adhesive
ECOFIX65
Non-toxic, water-based adhesive used for tile and/or plank flooring.

EcoFix 35 Spray adhesive
ECOFIX35
Non-toxic, water-based adhesive used for resilient sheet vinyl flooring in dry environments.

Altro QuickFix 3042 epoxy caulking
QUICKFIX3042
Fast-reacting, two-part self-mix epoxy caulking adhesive used for gulley edge/angle installation and small repairs.

AltroMastic 100
A1M* add color code.
Caulking compound used for sealing joints where obstructions prevent the use of a heat welding gun.
**W165 Tape adhesion promoter**

W165
Ensures tape adheres properly to substrate.

**Weldrod**

WR* add color code.
PVC welding rod for use with Altro sheet vinyl flooring.

**Adhesive-free tape**

For adhering adhesive-free sheet vinyl in place.

**Contact tape**

1" CFS Capfix
4" and 6" CFS Covefix
Adheres cove stick and flashed coved flooring in place.

**Altro Everlay underlayment**

For installing sheet vinyl over old or new surfaces with subfloor problems.

**Altro Acoustic underlay 1101**

For reducing the passage and transmission of sound.

**FlashCove**

Prefabricated, coved base with a bonded aluminum reinforcing backer.

**Altro Drain strainer cover**

For ease in creating a modified drain with pre-existing assemblies.